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This year, the pandemic has played an enormous part  
in shaping our actions, with the safety of our people,  
as always, paramount in supporting each other through  
a time of uncertainty. 

For this reason, I am filled with gratitude and pride at  
the dedication of you, our employees, who despite all 
challenges, have continued to donate your time, effort, 
energy and expertise to make a positive and lasting  
impact on your local communities. 

As a company, we have always believed strongly in being  
part of projects that help to build a sustainable future in  
the communities worldwide in which we are privileged to 
operate, and I’m pleased to say 2020 has been no different. 
Our values of loyalty, integrity and respect have been 
displayed right across our business and are evident in all the 
stories contained here. It is these stories that make us proud 
to be part of the wider Smurfit Kappa family and the reward  
is the work itself and the difference it can make. 

This brochure is a selection of initiatives taking place across 
our operations in the Americas and Europe. It is a showcase 
of how we support our local communities by inspiring and 
educating our younger generations through creativity and 
play; relentlessly giving back to our communities through 
sport and volunteering; and, demonstrating how we can 
continue to protect our planet and respect our environment. 

I’d like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank each and 
every one of you for your dedication, commitment, and 
enthusiasm to support your local communities. 

Disclosure Statement
A number of the activities showcased 
in this document took place during 
pre-Covid times when face masks & 
distancing were not recommended.
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Empowering our  
communities 
At Smurfit Kappa we are deeply 
committed to supporting the local 
communities across the 35 countries 
in which we operate. Internally and 
externally, we make the well-being 
of people a priority throughout our 
organisation. We are proud to invest 
in our communities and to give back 
through volunteering our time, effort 
and expertise, as well as through 
financial and other donations. 

Getting active for our 
communities
It’s not enough for us to support our 
local communities – we want to be an 
active part of them. We are proud of 
the efforts and contributions of our 
teams at a local level to support the 
many wonderful initiatives that take 
place. We have shown ourselves to be 
an energetic, committed and sporting 
organisation through the many 
activities over the last year.

Our initiatives cover all aspects of our 
involvement with our communities 
around the world. We have captured 
these under five categories.

Inspiring  
our future
As part of our dedication to 
sustainability, we are committed to 
supporting our future generations 
through education, play and 
inspiration. This year our employees 
championed a number of activities to 
teach, inspire and bring awareness to 
our younger generations. 

Joy of  
creativity 
Innovation, fun, creativity and play 
have been brought to the fore time 
and time again using our corrugated 
cardboard. We have seen how our 
teams have demonstrated their 
ingenuity working with cardboard in 
new, fun, practical and innovative ways 
to support their communities. 

Protecting  
our planet 
At Smurfit Kappa, sustainability is 
in our every fibre. We have a deep 
commitment to the planet and we 
believe that we must always do our  
best to help protect it. Not only do we 
strive for this through our products 
and operations, but our teams are also 
committed to this on a local level. Our 
activities can be seen from tackling 
litter, to recycling, to promoting and 
protecting our local ecosystems. 
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Empowering 
our communities

“It was very special to feel the 
support of the management and 
each person who as a family joined 
together for our community.”

— Rocio Realpe, Smurfit Kappa Colombia

Responding to 
neighbourhood  
needs in Colombia

In cities around Colombia, struggling families 
hang red handkerchiefs on their doors and 
windows as a sign that they urgently need 
food. Every day, employees of Smurfit 
Kappa Colombia see households with red 
handkerchiefs outside as they travel to 
and from work. To show their neighbourly 
compassion, our workers made a series of  
food and monetary contributions.

Above and right: Smurfit 
Kappa employees donating 
food in Colombia.
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A park for all in Italy
This summer, with the help of the 
Smurfit Kappa foundation, Smurfit 
Kappa Italy opened a very special  
park called “Il Parco di Tutti” – The  
Park for All. Now, the children and 
families in the local area have a safe 
space to enjoy their free time. 

Protecting against Covid-19  
in the Dominican Republic
Employees from Smurfit Kappa 
Dominican Republic braved heavy rain 
and poor weather to ensure the safe 
delivery of hygiene and sanitation 
products to the Abriendo Camino 
Foundation. During the Covid-19 
pandemic, this welcome donation 
provided crucial supplies to over 350 
families, who otherwise would have 
been at greater risk from the virus. 

Above: The opening of Il Parco di Tutti 
this Summer in Italy, supported by 
the Smurfit Kappa Foundation.

Above : The Smurfit Kappa team in 
the Dominican Republic ensured the 
delivery of hygiene products to the 
Abriendo Camino Foundation. 

With inclusion at 
its core, the park is 
designed to facilitate 
everyone, including 
children with disabilities.
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Visiting the elderly  
in Mexico
A generous team from Smurfit Kappa 
Tijuana’s HR department have been 
spending some quality time with local 
elderly people at the Agtagama centre 
in Tijuana. They really enjoy seeing 
some new faces, receiving gifts and 
connecting with people outside of 
the home. The visits bring joy to the 
residents and a renewed sense of life. 

More than just neighbours  
in Argentina
Smurfit Kappa Bernal have been 
supporting their neighbours, the 
Association of Parents of Children  
with Special Needs (APHE), for the past 
number of years by purchasing their 
baked goods for coffee breaks, events 
and Christmas gifts. The organisation 
helps to integrate young people with 
special needs into the community  
by providing courses on computers, 
screen printing, theatre and cooking. 

Much needed donations  
in Sweden 
Smurfit Kappa Sweden donated an 
impressive 10,000 protective face 
masks to people working in  
health-care and geriatric care in  
Piteå in a bid to protect workers 
and patients during the Covid-19 
pandemic. With huge shortages  
of PPE in Piteå, the donation was 
warmly received. 

Left: Thanks to the hard 
work of the team in Smurfit 
Kappa Sweden, a supply of 
facemasks was provided 
to health care workers. 

Above: TheSmurfit Kappa 
Tijuana team have spent 
some time visiting local 
eldery people at the 
Agtagama centre.

“Thank you a thousand times! 
It feels fantastic to receive 
such a donation at this time 
when the whole community 
is under pressure.”

— Helena Stenberg, Mayor of Piteå Municipality
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Getting active for  
our communities

The American Heart Walk provided 
a wonderful opportunity for Smurfit 
Kappa Fort Worth employees to 
come together with their families in 
order to recognise the importance 
of good cardiovascular health in a fun 
and engaging way. 

Learning about  
happy healthy 
hearts in the US

On the day, Smurfit Kappa sponsored the 
“Faces Of Heart Memorial Wall” where family 
and friends could honour the memory of  
their loved ones by writing messages and 
thoughts on the wall. 

By getting involved in the “Kid's Heart 
Challenge” the children of our employees  
also learned all about the benefits of  
leading a healthy lifestyle.

Above: Smurfit Kappa 
employees and their families 
came together for the American 
Heart Walk in Fort Worth.
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Above and right: Smurfit Kappa 
Russia team members showing 
off their volleyball skills.

Supporting life-changing  
surgeries in Russia
With experienced beach volleyball 
players amongst their ranks, Smurfit 
Kappa Russia organised for a team  
of enthusiastic players to participate  
in a charity tournament to raise  
money for children who suffer from 
facial abnormalities. 

Donating per kilometre  
in Austria
A team of passionate athletes from 
Smurfit Kappa Nettingsdorf took part  
in a unique charity run for a local 
children’s cancer foundation. Smurfit 
Kappa Nettingsdorf contributed a 
financial donation for each kilometre 
that the team achieved. At the end 
of the race, the team had run an 
impressive 151 kilometres!

Above: A group of Smurfit Kappa 
employees took part in a run in 
aid of a local children’s cancer 
foundation in Nettingsdorf.

The tournament raised the 
equivalent of almost €4,000 
which will cover the cost of 
life changing surgeries for 
two young children.
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Supporting the Special Hands 
Activity Group in Ireland
When their charity challenge in aid 
of Special Hands Activity Group had 
to be cancelled due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, Smurfit Kappa News Press 
Ireland had to find a new way to raise 
money. The result was an on-site group 
bike challenge held outdoors, and an 
off-site personal activity challenge.  
This allowed participants to set a 
challenge in their preferred location 
while raising money for a great cause 
that supports children and young  
adults with additional needs. 

Unlimited possibility with  
Unlimited Wheels in Spain
Keen to promote the inclusion of people 
with disabilities in sport, Smurfit Kappa 
Valencia came together to support the 
Il Grand Prix Spanish Cup of Adapted 
cycling. The initiative is aimed at raising 
awareness of adapted cycling, and the 
wonderful sporting opportunities that 
it can provide to those with certain 
disabilities.

Changing a life through  
cycling in Poland
Employees from Smurfit Kappa Poland 
have come together to participate in a 
cycling race to raise money for a young 
girl from Białołęka who, along with 
scoliosis, suffers from many different 
health issues. The race was organised 
to raise money for her continued 
treatment from a range of different 
specialists. The cycling race also 
helped to promote Białołęka as a safe 
destination for cycling trips.

A new park for play  
in Germany
Smurfit Kappa Heppenheim  
recognised the need for a safe  
place for children to play in the  
local area and so they organised  
the construction of a brand  
new playground. 

Above: The Smurfit Kappa Valencia 
team supported the II Grand Prix 
Spanish Cup of Adapted Cycling.

Right: Smurfit Kappa team members 
raised money together for the Special 
Hands Activity Group in Ireland.

Above right: Smurfit Kappa Heppenheim 
employees arranged the construction 
of a new playground in Germany. 

Above: The team in Smurfit Kappa Poland 
took part in a cycling race to raise money 
for the medical treatment of a young girl.

The newly 
constructed,  
safe play area 
has been named 
“Heart’s Desire”. 
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Inspiring  
our future

An inspiring 
robotics workshop 
in Italy

The future of engineering is safe in 
Italy following a children’s robotic 
workshop hosted by Smurfit Kappa 
Vitop in Allessandria. 

The innovative workshop provided an 
excellent opportunity to open the doors 
of the Bag-in-Box plant to local children 
and their families, share Smurfit Kappa's 
values and inspire a younger generation 
by exploring new ways of building 
robotic games. 

Above and left: The Smurfit 
Kappa team in Vitop 
Allesandria hosted an engaging 
workshop for local children.
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A new specialist classroom  
in the Czech Republic
A brand new class for children with 
autism in Olomouc is opening the future 
for local families. Responding to a call 
for funding, Smurfit Kappa Olomouc 
jumped into action, and with the help 
of the Smurfit Kappa Foundation they 
were able to purchase a new library and 
specialist equipment. As a result, they 
can provide a new class that teaches 
through Applied Behavioural Analysis 
(ABA) – a method of teaching that is 
very successful for children with autism. 

La Escuelita continues to grow  
in El Salvador
Smurfit Kappa El Salvador have been 
proud supporters of education within 
their communities for the past number 
of years. La Escuelita, or “The School” 
has grown with the help of Smurfit 
Kappa and this year reached a new 
milestone. With the construction of  
a new classroom, the school has been 
able to provide the resources for a  
first year high school class. This 
wonderful development has seen the 
number of children enrolled in the 
school increase by 20%.

Toys for all in Mexico
Smurfit Kappa Packaging Solutions 
Juarez brought joy to lots of children 
with their generous donation of 
toys. The team collected toys 
which were delivered to children 
from low-income families by the 
community fire department.

Right: Smurfit Kappa El Salvador team 
members supporting the construction  
of additional classrooms for local children. 

Below: The team at Smurfit Kappa 
PS Juarez donated toys to local 
children in low-income families. 

Above: With the help of the Smurfit  
Kappa Foundation, a new library  
and specialist equipment has  
been made available to autistic 
children in Olomouc.

“My son is now able 
to follow two-word 
instructions: water 
the lavender, put on 
your shirt, he is even 
able to go to the store 
for 10 items from a 
list. In January 2020, 
this would have been 
mission impossible.”

— Mr. Nábělek, founder of ABA class
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Freedom of the Forest  
in the Netherlands
Smurfit Kappa Roermond brought 
creative flair to their educational 
celebration of the freedom of 
Roermond following World War II. 
Primary school children were invited 
to decorate corrugated trees with 
drawings and messages linked to 
freedom, resulting in a beautiful 
“freedom forest”. 

Supporting young people  
with TUVU, in Latvia
Thanks to support from Smurfit Kappa 
Latvia, TUVU have opened a brand new 
Youth Centre. TUVU is an organisation 
that works against social exclusion in 
Latvia. The centre will mean young 
people can come together to share 
their thoughts and experiences, helping 
them to improve their social skills and 
foster a willingness to live better for the 
benefit of all. 

Blind Olympic surfer Aitor 
Francescena inspires students  
in Spain
Supporting inclusion and diversity 
was central to Smurfit Kappa Nervión 
hosting a series of talks with blind 
Olympic surfer Aitor Francescena.  
The inspiring talk focused on the 
importance of normalising disability  
in order to achieve equality for all in 
work and in our classrooms. 

Left: Smurfit Kappa Nervión employees 
supported a brilliant talk by Aitor 
Francescena to local students.

Above: With the help of Smurfit 
Kappa Latvia, a new Youth Centre 
has been opened by TUVU.

The students left 
Smurfit Kappa with a new 
awareness and appreciation 
for the positive impact that 
employment has on those 
living with disabilities. 

Above: The team at Smurfit Kappa 
Roermond showed off their creative 
skills as part of an educational 
celebration for local children.
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Protecting  
our planet

After hearing that the UK bee 
population is declining, employees  
at Smurfit Kappa SSK paper mill in 
Birmingham decided to take action 
by partnering with a local bee-keeper.

Bee-keeping  
with SSK paper 
mill in the UK

The site now has a share in all the honey 
made, which they use as a way to raise 
money for local community projects. 
Not only are the newly founded  
“Bee Team” giving back to their 
community, but they’re giving back  
to the environment too by helping to 
grow the local bee population.Above and left: Smurfit Kappa  

employees play their part in giving back 
to the environment in Birmingham.
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Purrfect new homes for  
abandoned pets in Brazil
This year Smurfit Kappa Brazil decided 
to get involved in a lovely animal  
charity Patas e Focinho – Paws and 
Muzzle, to help abandoned animals  
in need of care. 

The Nature Tourism Project  
in Colombia
The Nature Tourism Project which is 
part of a community planning project 
for the Nima tourist corridor, is a brilliant 
initiative which brings together care 
for the natural environment  – with 
employment opportunities for local 
families. Smurfit Kappa Colombia have 
been playing an active role in teaching 
local communities and tourists how 
to conserve their ecosystems while 
providing a means of additional income 
for local families. 

Above: A group of Smurfit Kappa employees 
teaching locals how to create additional 
income in a sustainable way in Colombia.

Above: Smurfit Kappa 
employees supporting 
abandoned animals in Brazil. 

The team in Brazil recognised 
that during the Covid-19 
pandemic there was an increase 
in abandoned pets and so 
organised a donation of some 
innovative corrugated cat and 
dog houses, along with a supply 
of pet food. 
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Bringing new life to an  
old allotment in the UK
A beautiful new allotment has emerged 
in West Auckland village thanks to 
the hard work of Smurfit Kappa West 
Auckland’s community action group. 
The group have worked closely with a 
local club for adults with disabilities to 
clear and create a safe, outdoor space 
where members can try to grow their 
own food. 

Recycling with the Garrahan Hospital 
in Argentina & the California 
Children’s Hospital foundation
Smurfit Kappa Bernal has been 
supporting the Garrahan Hospital 
recycling programme. The programme 
allows the exchange of bottle caps,  
keys and CDs for economic support  
for the hospital. 

Meanwhile, in a similar project,  
Smurfit Kappa Tijuana have been busy 
collecting plastic, cans and electronic 
waste in order to support California’s 
Children’s Hospital foundation. For 
each kilo of waste collected, a donation 
is made to the hospital. So far, over 50 
large containers of electronic waste  
has been collected by Smurfit Kappa  
Tijuana – impressive!

Environmental education with  
pre-school children in Poland
The team at Smurfit Kappa Warsaw 
have been bringing environmental 
education to life through paper lessons 
with pre-schoolers. These lessons 
provide a lovely opportunity for children 
to learn at an early age the value of  
our environment, and how we can find 
ways to protect it in our daily life. 

Left: Smurfit Kappa 
employees gave back to 
the community and the 
environment by supporting 
recycling programmes 
in Bernal and Tijuana.

Above: The Smurfit Kappa 
team in Warsaw gave lessons 
on paper and the environment 
to local pre-school children. 

Below: The community action group 
at Smurfit Kappa West Auckland 
have created an outdoor space for 
locals to grow their own food.Not only are participants  

helping their local 
hospital, but they are 
protecting their local 
environment too.
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Joy of 
creativity

A trip into  
outer-space with 
children in Poland

For international children’s day 
employees from Smurfit Kappa 
Warsaw donated a number of 
corrugated cardboard rockets to 
ARKA medical centre to inspire 
creativity and bring joy during play. 

These rockets were also 
gifted to the Smurfit Kappa 
teams’ children so that they 
could decorate and have  
fun together.

Above and left: The Smurfit Kappa team 
in Warsaw were gifted cardboard rockets 
to decorate with their families. 
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A corrugated race winner  
in Northern Ireland
“Pink Gin” a stunning pink corrugated 
racehorse was created by the team 
at Smurfit Kappa Lurgan in order to 
promote Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month with Action Cancer. The horse 
was placed proudly on display at a  
large horse racing event in order to  
raise awareness and money for this 
excellent cause. 

Online arts and crafts  
in Colombia
In their free time, the forestry division 
in Smurfit Kappa Colombia has been 
working with rural women in order to 
develop new skills in the creation of 
produce that they can sell, or even 
use in their own homes. This year 
the project adapted to the ongoing 
pandemic by bringing their courses 
online. 

A creative and sustainable  
solution in Lithuania
Smurfit Kappa Baltic is building a 
reputation for assisting the local arts 
and theatre community in Lithuania 
because of their regular donations of 
corrugated chairs to arts venues. After 
noticing Smurfit Kappa’s sustainable 
chairs at an arts event, Aura Dance 
Theatre approached the company for 
help in providing seats that could be 
more easily transported than plastic 
chairs, allowing them to bring their 
shows to local communities. 

Left: Thanks to Smurfit Kappa 
Baltic employees, corrugated 
seats were provided to the 
Aura Dance Theatre.

Above: Smurfit Kappa Lurgan’s 
pink corrugated horse for Action 
Cancer Northern Ireland

“I was delighted to help 
promote the creativity 
within our company 
while helping promote 
and raise money for such 
a worthy charity.”

— Paul Friar

Above: The team in Smurfit Kappa 
Colombia has been supporting 
rural women in the creation and 
selling of hand-crafted jewellery.

Joy of creativity
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Empowering our communities

Donation to TUVU charity Latvia

Donations to local hospitals and foundations Colombia

Expansion and remodelling of the mother  
and child section of Coronel Suarez Hospital

Coronel Suárez, Argentina

Family support plan Nervión, Spain

Hot meals for emergency workers Warsaw, Poland

Inclusion and Diversity awareness campaign Madrid, Spain

Quality time, games and food with the elderly Tijuana, Mexico

Responding to the red handkerchiefs Colombia

Santa's emergency action Konin, Poland

Sponsorship for the Pediatric Oncology  
Hospital of Baja California

Tijuana & Ensenada, Mexico

Support for a member of Podaj Dalej Foundation Konin, Poland

Supporting Action Cancer NI with a  
Corrugated Pink Horse

Lurgan, Northern Ireland

Supporting Feed Cork Cork, Ireland

Supporting international day for disabilities Nervión, Spain

Supporting La Collina degli Elfi Cuneo, Italy

Supporting local charities Alicante, Spain

Supporting local families in need Cork, Ireland

Supporting the FEPAMIC Foundation Córdoba, Spain

The Nobel Package Pruszków and Warsaw, Poland

Walk for TELETON and California’s Children's 
Hospital Foundation

Tijuana, Mexico

Empowering 
our communities

A discussion with a dietitian on International 
Women's day

Konin, Poland

Awareness campaign on disabilities Epernay, France

Breast Cancer prevention campaign PS Juarez, Mexico

Buying UV light sensory set for rehabilitation Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Creation of strategic plans for local development Colombia

Crumlin Hospital donation Dublin, Ireland

Development of an inclusive park for all Mantova, Italy

Donating a van for Mountain Bike Garfagnana 
Club and Il Sogno Association

Lucca, Italy

Donation for the Marie Keating Foundation Tallaght, Ireland

Donation of equipment for children with autism Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Donation of equipment to Help centre for  
people with autism

Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Donation of supplies to a local hospice Konin, Poland

Donation to marrow foundation “Szpikowa” Konin, Poland

This year a remarkable number of stories were submitted to 
appear in this booklet. While we have only featured a selection 
of the great work being done across the regions in which we 
operate, a comprehensive list of the many, many inspiring 
projects is included below. 

You can also see more stories online.

https://www.smurfitkappa.com/sustainability/communities
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Getting active for  
our communities

Inspiring  
our future

#GaszynChallenge Drezdenko, Poland

#GaszynChallenge Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

2020 sporting challenge for local charities
Fishergate, Jupiter Rd,  
Diss, UK

American Heart Walk 2019 Fort Worth, SKNA

Beach Volleyball Charity Tournament Russia

Charity run for children’s cancer foundation Austria

Donations to the child care centre and neonatal 
department of Neuburg hospital

Germany

Family bike rally to support to raise money for 
Amelka

Warsaw, Poland

I Blue Race for Autism Almería, Spain

II Grand Prix Spanish Cup of Adapted Cycling Valencia, Spain

MTB tour with HQ Benelux colleagues Oosterhout, The Netherlands

Smurfit Kappa News Press Charity Challenge  
in aid of Special Hands Activity Group

Meath, Ireland

Smurfit Kappa soccer & pétanque tournament Rethel, France

Sponsorship of Jaén Rugby sport club Mengíbar, Spain

Sponsorship of VATAHA sports club Drezdenko, Poland

Talks by the inspiring Spanish Paralympian 
Desirée Villa

Sangüesa, Spain

Vertical race for cruz roja Alcalá de Henares, Spain

ANFFAS Alessandria, Italy

Awareness Day Nervión, Spain

Buying books for school library Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Children In Need Appeal Lurgan, Northern Ireland

Children’s day donation for EFFETHA association Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Children’s Week 2020 Alcalá de Henares, Spain

Christmas Celebration at EUNIME Tijuana, Mexico

Christmas Eve help Warsaw, Poland

Collaboration for the "Escola Paideia" Canovelles, Spain

Donation for APHE Bernal, Argentina

Donation of boxes Sunchales, Argentina

Donation of boxes for books Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Donation of games to Cear Navarra Navarra, Spain

Education of the younger generation Russia

Finish High School Argentina

Freedom of the forest Roermon, The Netherlands

Homeschooling with 560 rural young people Colombia

Hypochlorite donation to Mengíbar Town Hall Mengíbar, Spain
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Inspiring our future

International Women's Day Pruszków and Warsaw, Poland

New class for children with autism Olomouc, Czech Republic

Online training Nervión, Spain

Opening the new "Heart's Desire" playground Heppenheim, Germany

Partnership with Trinity Centre for  

People with Intellectual Disabilities
Group HQ, Dublin

Raffle for Casita del Niño Rincon del Sol Sunchales, Argentina

Reconstruction of kindergarten Zimrovice, Czech Republic

Robotic workshop Vitop Alessandria, BiB

SENA (National Learning Service)  

Technical Training
Barbosa, Colombia

Smurfit Kappa Foundation Project:  

Ciudad del Niño A.C.

Ciudad del Niño, Ciudad 

Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico

Student day at mill Mengíbar, Spain

The School ‘La Escuelita’ Ilopango, El Salvador

Together for a Cancer Free Childhood Mexico

Toy collections PS Juarez, Mexico

The joy of  
creativity

Artistic Talents Exhibition Papelsa 2019 Colombia

Dance Theatre Aura Kaunas, Lithuania

“Festa Major Canovelles” decorations Canovelles, Spain

FESTIVALETTERATURA 2020 Mantova, Italy

German and Japanese Holiday Vilnius, Lithuania

On-line Arts and Crafts Colombia

Popcorn session Peripetinga, Brazil

Scenography for Senior’s residence house in 
Sompolno

Konin, Poland

Space rocket made from cardboard Pruszków, Poland

That's Life arts programme Galway, Ireland

Żuławski Słonecznik Pruszcz Gdański, Poland
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Protecting  
our planet

Animal shelter support Russia

Bee Keeping the SSK Way Birmingham, UK

Better Planet Packaging Education Galway, Ireland

Biosafety Training for On-Line Communities Valle del Cauca, Colombia

CAT Team (Community action team) West Auckland, UK

Ecology lesson for kindergarteners Warsaw, Poland

Education day Colombia

Forestry Promotion Valle del Cauca, Colombia

Global clean up day Mexico

My friend the forest Colombia

Nature Tourism Project Colombia

Patas e Fochinos Bento Gonçalves, Brazil

PET, cans & Electronic Waste Recycling for the 
California’s Children's Hospital Foundation

Tijuana, Mexico

Recyling program Bernal, Argentina

We Conserve Life Cauca,Colombia

Youth study days Sangüesa, Spain

Anti-tobacco campaign BiB Epernay, France

Biosafety kit for covid-19 patience Colombia

Boxes for "Feed the Nurses" Olen, Belgium

Boxes for Covid-19 tests Quart de Poblet, Spain

Boxes for food donations Belgrade

Boxes for PPE Canovelles, Spain

Boxes to deliver helmets, printed on 3D printer Pruszków, Poland

Boxes to deliver protection masks for hospitals Warsaw, Poland

Cardboard dividers for customers
Alicante, Almería, Huelva & 
Canarias, Spain

Cardboard shelves for medical supplies Bogota, Colombia

Coffee for hospital personel Pruszków, Poland

Covid Field Hospital CHN Navarra, Spain

Covid-19 Actions for Community and Hospital Pirapetinga, Brazil

Covid-19 community actions Pirapetinga, Brazil

COVID-19 Donations Apodaca Nuevo Leon, Mexico

Support during 
the pandemic
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Support during the pandemic

Creation and donation of full face masks BiB Moreno, Argentina

Customer choice donation to the Red Cross Benelux, The Netherlands

Delivering cartons with food to MOPS parcels Pruszków, Poland

Disinfectant and PPE for local organisations Konin, Poland

Donation of boxes Cordoba, Spain

Donation of boxes to “CRUZ ROJA” Alcalá de Henares, Spain

Donation of coffee machine for medics Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Donation of dividers to customers Morocco

Donation of equipment to local Firefighters Tijuana, Mexico

Donation of equipment to local Firefighters Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Donation of facemasks to local hospitals Russia

Donation of gloves to Hospitals and local Police BiB, Spain

Donation of hydroalcoholic gels Alcalá de Henares, Spain

Donation of hydroalcoholic gels Alcalá de Henares, Spain

Donation of masks Piteå, Sweden

Donation of materials for PPE BiB, Spain

Donation of materials to local medical centre BiB, Spain

Donation of Medical Equipment for  
Public Hospitals

Tijuana, Mexico

Donation of PPE PS Juarez, Mexico

Donation of PPE to Abriendo Camino Foundation Dominican Republic

Donation of PPE to local hospital Piteå, Sweden

Donation of PPE to local hospital Facture Paper Mill, France

Donation of PPE to local hospital SKPS, France

Support during the pandemic

Donation of sanitary equipment Barcelona, Spain

Donation of surplus masks Germany

Donation to Alexandrian health facilities BiB Alessandria, Italy

Donation to Astier Foundation Alcalá de Henares, Spain

Donation to local nursing home BiB, Spain

Donation to Red Cross Durango, Spain

Donation to the Torrance Memorial Foundation California, USA

Donations to local hostels and hospitals Brazil

Energy and Refreshment packs for  
elderly & vulnerable

Litholam, Czech Republic & 
Slovakia

EPIS donation of PPE BiB, Spain

Film reels donation to a local association BiB Epernay, France

Food Bank of Navarra Cordovilla, Spain

Food deliveries for hospital personel Warszawa, Poland

Food Parcels for the Red Cross Spain

Free Covid-19 signage for customers Ireland, Dublin

Give away to raise money Canada

Hand Sanitiser in Bag-in-Box donations BiB, Spain

Health and prevention for COVID-19 Portugal

Healthcare Institutions Charity Fund Lithuania

Helping set up a field hospital in Navarra Navarra, Spain

Humanitarian aid Colombia

Local response to Covid-19 Drezdenko, Poland
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Support during the pandemic

Making face shields Tijuana, Mexico

Making visors for local hospitals
Lagamill, Eslov & 
welltillverkaren

Masks for the community Warsaw, Poland

Personal protective equipement for John  

Paul II Hospice
Konin, Poland

Piteå mill donated 10 000 protective face masks 

to Piteå Municipality
Piteå, Sweden

Pomeranian Hospice for Children Pruszcz Gdańsk, Poland

Prevention Campaign for COVID-19 Tijuana, Mexico

Providing Fab Lab with packaging for 3-D masks Brännögård, Sweden

Purchase of medical devices Italy

Recycling bins for Covid-19 Madrid, Spain

Red Cross ERIE Navarra, Spain

Red cross response Navarra, Spain

Safety equipment and corrugated  

furniture for local hospitals
Mexicali, SKNA

Safety parcels for the community Czech & Slovakia

Screens for local hospitals Sunchales, Argentina

Sewing masks for donation Pruszków, Poland

Sharing PPE with local hospital France

Support during the pandemic

Social Distancing Cardboard Dividers France

Support during Covid-19 Argentina & Chile

Support for local eidemiological organisation Pruszków, Poland

Support for local hostels Navarra, Spain

Support for social welfare home Konin, Poland

Supporting a local nursing home Navarra, Spain (Cordovilla)

Supporting local hospitals Warsaw, Poland

Survival kits – Podaj Dalej Foundation Konin, Poland

Thank you to the HSE Dublin, Ireland

The communal social welfare centre Konin, Poland

Toys and materials for children during Covid-19 Alcalá de Henares, Spain

U-protect cardboard separators for schools France

Warsaw laboratory donation Poland

Washing machine and supplies for local hospital Pruszcz Gdański, Poland

Workspace dividers for local schools Facture Paper Mill, France
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Thank you to all our 
team for your dedication, 
commitment, and 
enthusiasm to support  
your local communities.




